Analyses of trade quotas typically assume that the quota restricts the flow of some nondurable good. Many real-world quotas, however, restrict the stock of durable imports. We consider the cases where (1) anyone is free to export against such quotas and where (2) only those allocated portions of the total quota are free to export against such quotas. Recent econometric investigations of such quotas have focused on the price of the durable as an indicator of tightness induced by the quota. We show why this is an inappropriate indicator and suggest alternatives. r
Introduction
The international trade literature assumes that quotas restrict the rate at which a nondurable good may be imported. A quota which permits imports to enter at the free-trade rate is predicted to have no effect on a competitive equilibrium, while a
quota which requires a slower import rate raises the importable's price in the protected market while limiting the import rate to the specified level. Real-world quotas, however, often have characteristics different from what is typically assumed. Many place no restrictions on the rate at which a good is imported, but only limit increases in the stock imported during any given year; whenever the quota happens to fill, further imports are barred. Often, such quotas are renewed annually, although perhaps at different levels. Finally, such quotas often restrict imports of durables rather than nondurables.
To illustrate this class of quotas, consider two prominent examples. Throughout the 1980s ''voluntary export restraints'' (VERs) limited the stock of autos which could be imported from Japan between April 1 of 1 year and March 31 of the following year. More recently (and continuing to the present) a cap on H1B visas has limited the stock of high-tech workers allowed to immigrate between October 1 of 1 year and September 30 of the following year. Controversies have arisen about the economic effects of such policies.
Consider first the caps limiting the stock of H1B visas issued during a given year. Since 1997, the number of H1B petitions approved from October 1 to the next has coincided (within 0.01%) with the allowed number-suggesting that the policy limits the stock of additional high-tech immigrants each year. In addition, there is evidence of a surge of visa applications as the quota fills, with firms specializing in immigration law advising employers (and the high-tech talent they seek) to submit the necessary paperwork before the quota door slams shut for the remainder of the year. Finally, in the following October-after H1B visas begin to be issued againimmigration of high-tech workers surges as if it has been held back by the previous quota. Despite the considerable evidence that H1B visas alter the free-trade equilibrium, however, many observers insist that such quotas have done little to restrict immigration or to raise the discounted earnings of high-tech immigrant workers.
Consider next the VER program. The stock of Japanese autos imported between 1981 and 1986 matched closely (in four of these 6 years within 1%) what the quota permitted-suggesting that the policy limited the stock imported. Moreover, once a given manufacturer reached its assigned limit, imports virtually stopped until the following April despite the occasional attempt to use third parties to disguise the country of origin of some shipments. Finally, in the following April-after auto exports became legal again-shipments surged as if they had been held back by the previous quota. Despite such evidence that the VERs altered the free-trade equilibrium, however, careful econometric analysis [2] has failed to detect a significant price increase during the early years of the VER. A quota which alters imports, but nonetheless has no effect on price can never occur under the standard theory.
Received theory sheds no light on these controversies because its assumptions are inapplicable. In neither example is the ''product'' restricted from the US market a nondurable; instead, the quota restricts a durable valued for its services (labor services on the one hand and transport services on the other). In addition, such quotas place no limits on the rate of importation.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the economic consequences of a finite sequence of quotas scheduled to arrive at prescribed dates. We consider both the case when agents foresee the size of future quotas (for example, in 1998 the sequence of H1B caps for the next 4 years was announced) and the case where there is uncertainty about their sizes. For simplicity, we abstract from the process by which the size is set and take the size (or the probability distribution governing the size) as exogenous. The quotas we analyze, like the cap on H1Bs and the VERs, restrict the stock of a durable shipped to the home country during a specified time interval. Since the H1Bs were imposed when the high-tech labor market was expanding and the VERs were imposed during a phase when the US market was recovering from recession, we assume that home-country demand for services of the imported durable grows exogenously over time.
We distinguish two cases. In the first, anyone can fill the prescribed quota. We refer to this as the ''unallocated case''. For example, any worker sought by a US employer and meeting the qualifications for an H1B visa is allowed to immigrate provided the quota has not been filled. In the second case, however, the aggregate quota is divided up among specific firms. For example, the VER was allocated to individual Japanese producers and no one was permitted to export beyond his firmspecific quota. We refer to this as the ''allocated case''.
The predictions of our model illuminate the controversies surrounding such quotas. In neither the unallocated nor the allocated case is the price in the protected market predicted to jump up when the quota fills as in the conventional theory. In both cases, the protected market is predicted to be tightest just before the arrival of the new quota. Yet, despite this tightness, the equilibrium price during this tightest phase is predicted to be falling-in the unallocated case to the free-trade level and in the allocated case to something slightly higher. The policy has a dramatic effect on the timing of imports within any interval of time during which a quota is in effect: because imports must flow in at a zero rate during part of that interval, the equilibrium requires them to surge at an infinite rate whenever a new quota becomes available and (in the unallocated case) whenever the quota fills. In both cases, as long as there exists an open subinterval of time before the quota fills, the stock of imports accumulated since the first quota in the sequence will coincide throughout this open subinterval with the stock that would have been imported under free-trade. 1 Hence, the policy rearranges the pattern of imports within each interval during which a given quota is in effect but has little effect across such intervals.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents a stylized model in which a durable asset would be imported continually over time by the ''home'' country in the absence of quotas. In Sections 3 and 4, we investigate how this dynamic equilibrium changes when a sequence of quotas is announced at the outset limiting cumulative imports of the durable during the predetermined interval of time over which the
quota applies. Section 3 assumes that anyone can export his asset until the quota fills (the ''unallocated case''). Section 4 assumes instead that only those holding quota licenses can export before the quota fills (the ''allocated'' case). In Section 5, we show how the analysis can be generalized to take into account uncertainty about the size of future quotas. Section 6 discusses some implications of our analyses. We conclude in Section 7.
The model
Consider a ''home country'' with a growing demand for the services of some asset. As initial simplifications, assume the asset is infinitely lived and nondepreciating. Moreover, assume all units of the asset are perfect substitutes. We will relax these simplifications in Section 6.
Denote the inverse home-country demand for services of the asset as DðX ðtÞ; tÞ;
where X ðtÞ denotes the stock of the asset available in the home country at date t:
Assume that each unit of the asset provides an equal amount of services, normalized to 1, and that DðX ðtÞ; tÞ is bounded. Denote the domestic rental rate at t as wðtÞ:
Since domestic users of the durable are assumed to be price takers, wðtÞ ¼ DðX ðtÞ; tÞ in equilibrium. The price and rental paths in the home country (denoted, respectively, pðtÞ and wðtÞ) are endogenously determined. In a perfect foresight, competitive equilibrium, the price of the asset and its rental in the home country bear the following relationship:
ÀrðxÀtÞ wðxÞ dx;
where r is the exogenous force of interest. Hence, in equilibrium, people are indifferent between owning the asset and renting its services from someone else forever. Given (2), the asset price pðtÞ is continuous in t: Differentiating (2), we obtain ' pðtÞ ¼ r pðtÞ À wðtÞ r
: ð3Þ
It follows that pðtÞ is differentiable except on dates when wðtÞ jumps discontinuously; moreover, whether pðtÞ is increasing or decreasing depends on the sign 2 of fpðtÞ À wðtÞ=rg: 2 Since wðxÞ is bounded and jumps a finite number of times, e ÀrðxÀtÞ wðxÞ is integrable and (2) does not depend on the rental value at the jump points. The proof that the definite integral defining pðtÞ is continuous at any t-even when wðxÞ jumps-is straightforward. For a textbook treatment of these two points, see [1, pp. 240 and 253, respectively] .
Assume that the home country has a fixed domestic stock of the asset ð % SÞ but can import additional units from abroad. Denote the stock imported prior to t as IðtÞ: Then, at t; the home country has available a stock of size X ðtÞ ¼ IðtÞ þ % S: In order to import the durable at t; home-country buyers must be willing to pay foreign owners at least as much as they could receive by selling their asset elsewhere. Assume that the rental rate abroad is given by % w; a constant. Then, under perfect foresight, the equilibrium price of the asset in the rest of the world is equal to % p ¼ % w=r: Fixing the rental rate and the asset price abroad permits us to focus on the equilibrium in the home country.
In the absence of trade barriers, continual imports of the asset by the home country keep the domestic price of the durable from rising above % p and its rental from rising above % w: Under free-trade, the stock of imports accumulated by date t is, therefore, implicitly defined by
Differentiating, we obtain
The flow of imports is positive ( ' IðtÞ40) since by assumption demand is growing (@D=@t40) and @D=@X o0: Assume Dð % S þ Ið0Þ; 0Þ4 % w; so that imports are positive from the outset. Under free-trade, therefore, imports occur at a finite rate and keep the home-country price and rental at the same levels as in the rest of the world. Now suppose that a sequence of n quotas (whether allocated or unallocated) is announced at the outset and thereafter both the date of the arrival of each quota and its size are exogenous and perfectly foreseen. The date when each quota fills is endogenous; we assume that this date, like the price path, is also perfectly foreseen. 3 To prevent the evasion of these quotas, assume that foreigners cannot rent durables to residents of the home country but must sell them. 4 Let y i ði ¼ 0; y; n þ 1Þ be the exogenous date at which the i À 1st quota is removed and the ith quota becomes available, Q i be the exogenous size of this quota, and t i Xy i be the endogenous date when this quota is filled. It is assumed that there were no impediments to trade before t ¼ y 0 ; so that pðtÞ ¼ % p for tA½0; y 0 Þ: Similarly, it is assumed that there are no further impediments to trade after t ¼ y nþ1 and hence pðtÞ ¼ % p for tA½y nþ1 ; NÞ: Let % Q i denote that size of the ith quota which, if filled, would just depress the home country rental at y iþ1 to the world level
where Iðy i Þ ¼ Iðy 0 Þ þ P iÀ1 j¼0 Q j : We will assume that
ARTICLE IN PRESS 3 We introduce uncertainty about the size of future quotas in Section 5. 4 Alternatively, we could assume that any rentals are counted against the quota.
This guarantees that each quota eventually fills before the next one comes into effect ðt i oy iþ1 for i ¼ 0; y; nÞ: We now discuss how such quotas affect the equilibrium. This depends crucially on whether or not the quotas are allocated.
Equilibrium with unallocated quotas
Suppose that anyone is free to export the durable provided the current quota is unfilled: no license is required to export against the quota and the quota is not individually allocated. When the ith quota first becomes available (at t ¼ y i ), the home country is importing at a positive rate. Since foreign asset owners can sell each asset elsewhere for % p; they must receive at least that amount for each durable exported to the home country at y i : Moreover, if they earn strictly more at y i ; exports must fill the quota in the first instant. For, assume the contrary. If the price strictly exceeded % p but the quota did not fill instantly, then everyone eventually prevented from exporting when the quota did fill could have earned more by exporting at y i : Since the hypothesized situation implies suboptimal behavior, it cannot occur in equilibrium. Therefore, as asserted, if the asset price in the importing country at the outset of any quota strictly exceeds % p then the quota must fill at the first instant. We refer to this as the ''corner case''. The entire sequence of asset prices fpðy i Þg nþ1 i¼0 must therefore satisfy the following recursive equation:
with terminal condition pðy nþ1 Þ ¼ % p: Working backwards, we can use (8) to compute fpðy i Þg nþ1 i¼0 : We will in turn use this sequence to deduce ft i g n i¼0 ; the set of dates when each quota fills.
If the ith quota does not fill immediately, it must fill at some date t i Aðy i ; y iþ1 Þ: We refer to this as the ''interior case''. Prior to t i ; imports at the finite rate defined in (5) depress the home rental to % w and the home price to % p: At the instant when the quota fills, however, imports must surge in equilibrium at an infinite rate-resulting in an upward jump in the accumulated stock. For, suppose the contrary. If there were no jump in the stock at t i ; then the rental rate after t i would rise above % w because of the rightward-shifting demand for the asset's services and the absence of further imports. This would mean that any asset owner who failed to export before t i could have earned strictly more than % p by exporting on the instant before t i : Since the hypothesized situation implies suboptimal behavior, it cannot occur in equilibrium. Therefore, imports must surge at an infinite rate on the instant when the quota fills.
The date t i when the ith quota fills is easily determined. The corner case arises whenever the price of the asset in the home country would be strictly higher than % p even if the entire quota filled instantly; the interior case arises otherwise. In the corner case, the quota must fill in the first instant ðt i ¼ y i Þ; in the interior case, the quota must fill later-at the first instant when the asset price would equal % p if the 
entire quota filled. It follows that t i A½y i ; y iþ1 Þ must solve the following condition:
ÀtÞ pðy iþ1 Þ À % p: The function gðt; Q i Þ gives the difference between the price that would occur at t if a quota of size Q i filled at t; and % p: The solution to the complementary slackness condition (9) is unique. To see this, first note that the function gðt; Q i Þ is continuous and strictly increasing in its first argument at every root in ½y i ; y iþ1 Þ: This implies that at most one such root exists. If exactly one root exists, gðt i ; Q i Þ ¼ 0 satisfies (9) and uniquely defines t i : If none exists, then t i À y i ¼ 0 satisfies (9) and uniquely defines t i :
Given t i ; the equilibrium rental for i ¼ 0; 1; y; n is simply
Given wðtÞ; the equilibrium price path from (2) and (8) 
Fig. 1 depicts the paths pðtÞ and wðtÞ (scaled as wðtÞ=r) for the case where every round is interior ðt i 4y i for i ¼ 0; y; n). We refer to this as the ''fully interior case.'' In accord with (3), pðtÞ is increasing when above wðtÞ=r and decreasing when below it. Price and rental paths with unallocated quotas in the fully interior case. 5 Recall, as discussed in footnote 3, that pðtÞ is well-defined regardless of wðt i Þ and that pðtÞ is continuous even at t ¼ t i : Fig. 2 depicts the associated path of the imported stock in this fully interior case. Every time a new quota becomes available, imports surge at an infinite rate. The resulting upward jump in the stock, which reflects pent-up demand, is denotedQ i ðy i Þ and is defined implicitly as follows:
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The stock of imported durables then resumes its growth at a finite rate sufficient to depress the rental to % w: At t i imports again surge at an infinite rate and the stock jumps up to Q i ; filling the remaining quota in an instant. This second upward jump in the stock of imports causes a downward jump in the rental rate to wðt
Since no additional imports are allowed until a new quota becomes available, the rental rate must rise monotonically to ration demand to the fixed stock of available services despite the rightward shift in the demand curve.
Provided round i þ 1 is also interior ðpðy i Þ ¼ % pÞ; rentals during the interval ðt i ; y iþ1 Þ have the same discounted value as they would if they had instead remained constant at % w during that interval; if, on the other hand, the next round is a corner ðpðy iþ1 Þ4 % pÞ; the discounted rentals in the interval ðt i ; y iþ1 Þ would be smaller. 6 If round i is interior
If the subsequent quota is also interior then pðy iþ1 Þ ¼ % p as well. Replacing pðy iþ1 Þ in the previous expression, we obtain: 
Intuitively, whether or not round i þ 1 is interior, pðt i Þ ¼ % p since the discounted value of rentals from that point onward is the same as if the rental rate were invariably % w: This second surge in imports at t i has been called in other contexts a ''speculative attack''. It reflects the inevitable dissipative scramble to secure a limited stock of something potentially valuable when anyone is free to acquire it. 7 Note that the level of the market price gives no hint of these precipitous surges in the import rate. On each occasion when imports surge at an infinite rate (at t ¼ y i and t i ), the price of the asset equals % p; the same price as in the rest of the world. This suggests that it is inadvisable to focus on the price of a durable when searching for empirical evidence of the quota's impact on the equilibrium.
In the fully interior case, the principal effect of the quota is to alter the timing when durables are imported rather than to affect the aggregate amount imported. Instead of durables flowing in gradually as they would under free trade, they enter at a zero rate in the interval ðt i ; y iþ1 Þ and at an infinite rate at the instants y i and t i for i ¼ 1; y; n: In the fully interior case, these instants of infinitely rapid importation compensate for the intervals when no imports are allowed so that, during each interval ðy i ; t i Þ; the imported stock of durables is exactly what it would have been in the absence of a quota. This conclusion follows since, during such intervals, the rental rate (which depends only on the stock of imported durables and time) is the same ð % wÞ under the quota and under free trade. 
The right-hand side equals the value (discounted to t i ) of a constant stream of rentals of % w over the interval ½t i ; y iþ1 : R yiþ1 ti % we ÀrðxÀti Þ dx: Hence, the rising path wðtÞ=r in Fig. 1 over this interval has the same discounted value at t i as a constant path of % w=r would have. 7 The first model of a speculative attack was devised by Salant and Henderson [12] to explain the collapse of government attempts to peg the price of gold. Krugman [9] then adapted their model (as recounted in www.pkarchive.org/personal/incidents.html) to explain attacks on pegged foreign exchange rates. The subsequent literature on speculative attacks in financial markets has mushroomed to nearly 200 articles (see the survey by Flood and Marion [4] ). The real-sector literature has remained miniscule by comparison. In addition to the original article on gold by Salant and Henderson [12] ), Salant [11] discusses attacks on price stabilization schemes in commodity agreements when there is harvest uncertainty. Finally, Gaudet et al. [5] interpret as speculative attacks the episodes (dubbed by historians ''oil rushes'') in which extractors suddenly drained common oil pools, privately storing for subsequent resale whatever oil could be salvaged in the scramble. They also show that unallocated quotas known as ''total allowable catch quotas'' which restrict cumulative harvesting of fish will inevitably induce speculative attacks (so-called ''fishing derbies'') in which a fishing season ends abruptly soon after it begins, with the catch being frozen for subsequent resale.
The price and rental paths depicted in Fig. 1 induce a competitive foresight equilibrium. To verify this, note that (a) the rental rate clears the market for the services of the durable both when imports are allowed and when they are excluded; (b) no one using the durable can benefit by switching from renting to purchasing or vice versa since (2) holds; and (c) the quota is never violated. It remains to verify that the exporters behave optimally. Note that the price of the durable in the home market remains % p except during intervals of time when exports are excluded (when tAðt i ; y iþ1 Þ for i ¼ 1; y; nÞ: Faced with such a price path, an exporter would be indifferent whether he sells in the home market or elsewhere. 8 One paradoxical consequence of an anticipated tightening of the quota in any interior round merits discussion: for any date in this round before the original quota would fill, there will be an interval of tighter quotas which result in a lower, rather than a higher, rental rate. Denote the initial quota as Q i and the date when it fills as t i 4y i : Choose any date in the interval ðy i ; t i Þ and denote it t Ã : Since t
There will exist a tighter quota, denotedQ i ðt Ã Þ; which would fill at exactly t Ã :
Given (9) 
The tighter quota induces a lower rental because it induces an upward jump in the stock of imports just prior to t Ã : Any smaller quota ðZÞ will fill before t Ã ; inducing a rental at t Ã of Dð % S þ Iðy i Þ þ Z; t Ã Þ: Denote this function f ðZÞ: Since it is continuous, with f ð0Þ4 % w and f ðQ i Þo % w; there will be at least one solution to the equation f ðZÞ ¼ % w: Indeed, since f ðÁÞ is strictly decreasing, there must be exactly one solution. Denote that solutionQ i ðt Ã Þ: It follows that for any anticipated ith round quota in ðQ i ðt Ã Þ;Q i ðt Ã ÞÞ; the rental at t Ã will be strictly smaller than when the quota is larger thanQ i ðt Ã Þ: Fig. 3 illustrates this result.
Allocated quotas
We now consider the case where foreign producers of new durables-and owners of existing durables-are forbidden to export to the home market without a license allocating them a portion of the total quota: a license valid during ½y i ; y iþ1 Þ is 8 If a corner occurs in the ith round, then pðy i Þ4 % p and exporters selling at that instant can earn a profit. Exporters selling nothing at that instant, however, would have no incentive to alter their behavior provided we make either of the following assumptions: (1) there are an infinite number of firms and the probability that any one of them can fill in an instant some part (or all) of the remaining quota is zero or (2) there are an infinite number of firms but each can produce in an instant at no more than a finite rate. Under either assumption, no individual seller, even if he failed to export anything at that instant, would anticipate that his discounted wealth would increase if he tried to sell at that instant: under (1), the potential wealth gain at that instant is finite and would occur with probability zero while, under (2), the positive profit flow would be finite and would last only for an instant (a set of measure zero). The rest of the results in the paper also hold for either assumption.
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required to export against the ith quota (for i ¼ 0; y; nÞ up to some preassigned individual quota. In this regime, the paths depicted in Fig. 1 would no longer induce an equilibrium. For, given the price path, any foreign producer who owns an individual quota would wait to manufacture and export the good until after t i when he could use his license to earn a strictly positive profit ðpðtÞ4 % pÞ: Likewise, any foreign owner of an existing durable with an export license would wait until after t i to export to the home country and would rent his asset elsewhere for % w in the interim. But these responses would cause excess demand for the services of the durable in the home country during the interval ðy i ; t i Þ: Hence, the price and rental paths in Fig. 1 no longer induce an equilibrium. When export quotas are allocated, no foreign seller need fear that others will exhaust the quota before he has exported his durable. The license guarantees him the right to export during ½y i ; y iþ1 Þ at a date of his choosing.
To determine the dynamic equilibrium with allocated quotas, recall that (3) must hold at all times in the home-country, whether or not the durable is being imported. According to (3), home-country owners of the durable can be induced to postpone selling their asset even if its price appreciates more slowly than the rate of interest because delay gives another form of compensation besides appreciation: rental income ðwðtÞÞ:
If producers abroad have licenses to export, they will produce and sell at the most profitable instant. If they export over an interval of time, they must be indifferent when they produce and sell. They will be indifferent if and only if ðpðy i Þ À % pÞe rðtÀy i Þ ¼ pðtÞ À % p; for tXy i : Differentiating, we obtain ARTICLE IN PRESS 
Thus, the price the producer receives likewise does not have to appreciate as fast as the rate of interest to induce him to defer exporting because delay gives another form of compensation besides appreciation: the rental income ðr % p ¼ % wÞ that can be obtained by renting in the rest of the world.
Eqs. (3) and (13) hold simultaneously if and only if wðtÞ ¼ r % p ¼ % w: 9 That is, as long as the home country's rental is driven down to the world rental rate, foreign producers will be indifferent when they manufacture and export their products. But since wðtÞ ¼ Dð % S þ IðtÞ; tÞ; the home-country rental will be driven down to % w if and only if the stock of imports follows the same path as under free trade, which is given in (4).
Eventually, however, cumulative exports fill the quota and further inflows are blocked. The quota fills at t i (for i ¼ 0; y; n), which is uniquely defined by the following complementary slackness condition:
and
Until the next quota arrives at y iþ1 ; the combination of growing demand for services and inelastic supply pushes up the rental rate. Hence, the rental rate in a policy regime where quotas are allocated is uniquely determined as follows:
So that durables in the home country, with their enhanced rentals, do not become more attractive than other assets, their rate of appreciation must slow in accordance with (3) . That is, if wðtÞ4 % w ¼ r % p; then ' p ¼ rfpðtÞ À wðtÞ=rgorfpðtÞ À % w=rg ¼ rfpðtÞ À % pg: Given the slower appreciation, no foreign producer would regret having exhausted his export licenses prior to this second phase of round i:
Throughout this second phase, the home-country rental rate continues to grow and the rate of appreciation of the price continues to fall. When pðtÞ ¼ wðtÞ=r; the price in the home-country peaks. Until the next quota arrives, the rental rises and the price falls.
After the quota arrives, however, imports resume. As discussed previously, the home-country rental must remain % w until the new quota fills. Hence, at the exact moment y iþ1 ; the rental must drop precipitously from Dð % S þ Iðy i Þ þ Q i ; y iþ1 Þ to % w: For this to happen, the stock of imports must jump up to satisfy some or all of the ''pent-up'' demand. If Q iþ1 is too small to satisfy all of the pent-up demand, then the i þ 1st quota fills instantaneously at y iþ1: Whether an interior or a corner case arises, 9 Our analysis in this section draws heavily on the work of Henderson et al. [8] , who characterize the competitive equilibrium in the gold market. They regard gold as an exhaustible resource which does not depreciate but can be depleted by industrial use until none remains to be mined. In our model, the durable does not disappear due to depreciation or depletion. Instead the quota on the imported durable is depleted and ultimately exhausted, after which exports must cease. 
Given fpðy i Þg nþ1 i¼0 and (15), the equilibrium price path when quotas are allocated can be described as follows:
ÀrðxÀtÞ wðxÞ dx þ e Àrðy iþ1 ÀtÞ pðy iþ1 Þ: ð17Þ
Moreover, substituting wðxÞ ¼ % w ¼ r % p for xAðy i ; t i Þ and using the expression for pðy i Þ from (16) to simplify the result, (17) reduces to
for tAðy i ; t i Þ: Fig. 4 depicts the equilibrium price and rental paths when the quotas are allocated. Distinguishing variables in the allocated and unallocated cases by the superscripts ''A'' and ''U'' respectively, we conclude that t
Also pðy i Þ À % p40 so that whenever t i 4y i producers and owners exporting into the home market earn rents.
Uncertainty about the size of future quotas
The foregoing analysis has assumed that agents know not merely the date ðy i Þ when each quota round begins, but the size ðQ i Þ of each quota. In many real-world applications, however, the size of future quotas cannot be predicted with certainty. We show in this section how our analysis generalizes when there is uncertainty about the size of the ith quota, resolved when y i ði ¼ 0; y; nÞ is reached. We assume that agents are risk neutral and have common beliefs about the size of each quota summarized in an exogenous sequence of probability distributions. Denote the random size of the ith quota by Y i ; its conditional distribution function by F i ðY i jY 1 ; y; Y iÀ1 Þ; and its realization by Q i : We assume the sequence fF i ðY i jY 1 ; y; Y iÀ1 Þg n i¼0 is given. Consider the case of unallocated quotas. The price at the outset of the ith round will now depend on the sum of the quotas realized until that point: pðy i ; Iðy i Þ þ Q i Þ: Prior to the realization of the ith quota, the price expected to prevail at
Since there is no quota from t ¼ y nþ1 onward, pðy nþ1 ; Iðy nþ1 Þ þ Q nþ1 Þ ¼ % p: Hence, prior to y nþ1 ; the price expected to prevail at y nþ1 ; is given by the terminal condition
The following recursive equation permits calculation of the sequence of price functions:
with terminal condition (19). If i ¼ n; the second factor in the last term of (20) is E Y nþ1 pðy nþ1 ; Iðy n Þ þ Q n þ Y nþ1 Þ: Substituting Iðy n Þ þ Q n ¼ Iðy nþ1 Þ; into (19), we obtain E Y nþ1 pðy nþ1 ; Iðy n Þ þ Q n þ Y nþ1 Þ: Substituting this into the right-hand side of (20), we can compute the price function pðy n ; Iðy n Þ þ Q n Þ: For future reference, we use this price function to compute the price expected prior to y n to prevail at y n : E Y n pðy n ; Iðy n Þ þ Y n Þ:
If i ¼ n À 1; the second factor in the last term of (20) is E Y n pðy n ; Iðy nÀ1 Þ þ Q nÀ1 þ Y n Þg: Substituting Iðy nÀ1 Þ þ Q nÀ1 ¼ Iðy n Þ; into the function just constructed above for future reference, we obtain E Y n pðy n ; Iðy nÀ1 Þ þ Q nÀ1 þ Y n Þ: Using this on the right-hand side of (20), we can compute the next price function pðy nÀ1 ; Iðy nÀ1 Þ þ Q nÀ1 Þy and so on.
Proceeding in this way, we can construct the entire sequence fpðy i ; Iðy i Þ þ Q i Þg nþ1 i¼0 : As a byproduct, we have obtained the sequence of expected prices:
: This byproduct will be useful since, under uncertainty, the date when the ith quota fills depends on the price expected during that round to prevail at y iþ1 (which in turn depends on the sum of the quotas realized through y iþ1 Þ: To compute ft i ðIðy i Þ þ Q i Þg n i¼0 ; we use the following modified 
This stochastic equilibrium shares the essential features discussed above in the certainty case. In particular, there are still rounds when the realized quota is so small that it fills instantly (the stochastic corner case) and rounds when it is sufficiently large that it fills only after a delay (the stochastic interior case). In any interior round, there are still two instants when imports occur at an infinite rate: (1) the exogenous instant when the new quota becomes available and (2) the endogenous instant when that quota fills. Moreover, the shortage induced by each quota is still most severe immediately before the arrival of the next quota.
The generalization to uncertainty in the regime with allocated quotas is straightforward and follows the same lines. Again, the price expected in round i to prevail at y iþ1 replaces the price which will actually prevail then in the recursive equation (16); however, no modification of the complementary slackness condition in (14) is necessary, since no unknown future price appears in that condition. In both regimes, the introduction of uncertainty creates the possibility that the price will jump upward or downward at the start of each quota round in response to the arrival of information about the size of the quota. No jump in the price path can occur at any other time.
Discussion
We have examined the competitive equilibrium induced by imposing a sequence of quotas limiting the stock of durables importable. We considered first the policy regime where any exporter could fill the quota and then the regime where the quota is allocated to a set of license holders. In both regimes, wðtÞ is highest just before the arrival of the next quota.
At the moment when the shortage is greatest, the rental is highest. But the price of the durable then does not reflect this shortage. In both regimes, the price of the durable then is low and falling! Indeed, in the regime of unallocated quotas, when the shortage in the protected market is most severe, the price in that market falls to the same level as elsewhere in the world where trade is unrestricted! Even in the regime of allocated quotas, the lowest price during round i may occur when the shortage is greatest. Clearly, the price of the durable is a poor indicator of the shortage induced by the quota. 10 10 For a recent example where the price of a durable is used as an indicator of shortage, see [2] . Using the price of automobiles as an indicator in their analysis of VER's on Japanese auto exports, they conclude
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That price is a poor indicator of immediate shortage may seem counterintuitive, but the explanation is straightforward. When the shortage is greatest, the rental reflects the tight conditions. The price, on the other hand, must reflect not only the rental then but also the rentals anticipated in the future. Because the quota limits stocks imported but not their rate of change, imports can potentially flow in at an infinite rate and eliminate the shortage the moment the new quota arrives. Given our assumption of a constant rental rate and asset price, and hence a constant opportunity cost of exporting, this is in fact what occurs in equilibrium under both certainty and uncertainty, not only when quotas are unallocated but also when they are allocated. The jump in the imported stock drives down the rental rate. The price is low when the shortage is greatest because the price must also reflect the more relaxed conditions anticipated to occur in the immediate future. The price must be falling when the shortage is greatest and the rentals are highest; otherwise everyone would strictly prefer to own the durable with its high ''dividends'' instead of other riskless assets.
Our stylized model has abstracted from many real-world considerations. Durables are not infinitely lived and do depreciate. 11 Moreover, in the case of cars for instance, different models can be regarded as differentiated products with new models arriving every Fall. To complicate matters further, the quotas imposed on Japanese auto exporters during the 1980s went into effect every Spring-in the middle of the model year. Finally, the auto industry was dominated by a few very large producers, not obvious candidates to behave like price takers. 12 Suppose we somehow took account of all of these complications simultaneously. What characteristics would the purestrategy, Markov-perfect equilibrium display?
The price of a durable at any date would still have to equal the sum of its subsequent rentals-making due allowance for discounting and depreciation. Otherwise, opportunities would exist for the myriad of actual and potential owners of the vehicles to make additional profits. More formally, let I k ðtÞ; for k ¼ 1; y; n; denote the paths of stocks of imported durables in the play of a pure-strategy, Markov-perfect equilibrium and % S k denote inelastic domestic stocks. Assume that one particular durable of these n types, durable j; depreciates exponentially at rate d j : Let D j ðÁÞ denote the inverse demand curve for the services of durable j and let w j ðtÞ denote its rental rate. Finally, let B j denote the bequest value of durable j at some ARTICLE IN PRESS (footnote continued) that the quotas at first had little effect. On the other hand, Goldberg [6] , looking at other evidence, finds otherwise. 11 A model where the durable depreciates and producers draw down and then exhaust their fixed stock of licenses will resemble cases discussed in the exhaustible resource literature covering durables. See, for example, Levhari and Pindyck [10] . 12 It is not obvious, on the other hand, that market concentration among the producers would greatly influence production paths. It seems to us advisable to remember Coase's insight [3] -subsequently formalized by Gul et al. [7] -that a monopolist producing and selling a durable must compete against the countless owners of what he previously produced and may, as a result, wield no market power. In such cases, the monopolist charges competitive prices in the Markov-perfect equilibrium. Although we are not certain about the effects of producer concentration, our discussion in the text does not depend on this issue. where w j ðxÞ D j ðI 1 ðxÞ þ % S 1 ; y; I n ðxÞ þ % S n ; xÞ: For if the left-hand side of (22) were strictly smaller than the right-hand side, every small potential owner would attempt to purchase an unbounded number of durables to rent each of the out at a strict profit; and if the left-hand side were strictly larger, no one in the entire home country would be willing to own any units of the durable since selling would be strictly preferred. Even a monopolist producer would be powerless to prevent such arbitrages by owners and potential owners. Hence, (22) must hold in any equilibrium.
U
As long as (22) holds, the equilibrium price path for the jth durable ðp j ðtÞÞ would have many of the features we have emphasized: no matter how stringent the quota was, there would be (in the absence of uncertainty) no jumps in the price of the durable when a new quota arrived and none when it filled; moreover, the rate of appreciation in the price of the durable ð ' p j ðtÞ=p j ðtÞÞ would still be bounded by the sum of the interest and depreciation rates. 13 Finally, the price at t would reflect not merely the tightness of the market at t; but the conditions then anticipated to prevail in the future.
Conclusion
The trade theory literature typically assumes that quotas restrict the flow of nondurable imports. Such a theory cannot be expected to explain the effects of quotas, which instead restrict the stock increase of durable imports. Misapplying the theory in this way generates predictions difficult to square with observation. To remedy the situation, we have constructed a simplified model which we hope captures both the nature of the actual policy and of the good which it restricts. It would be useful in future work to take account of the process by which the quota size is determined and of the depreciation of the service flow of the durable.
The standard theory, based on the usual static framework, predicts that the price jumps up when the quota binds and increases as the market tightens. We have shown that this is not what should happen if the quota applies to the stock increase of a durable. In that case, there is no jump in the price when the quota fills and, as the market reaches its tightest point, the price of the durable in the protected market falls toward (and, in the unallocated case, converges to) the free-trade level. When seen through the lens of the inappropriate standard theory, this price behavior has been taken to mean that the quota is nonbinding-at exactly the time when it is rendering ARTICLE IN PRESS the market tightest. The tightening of the market is better reflected in the increasing rental rate. The rental rate begins to increase once the quota fills and continues to rise until the new one comes into effect. Our model also predicts that at any date during which any quota in the sequence is partially filled, the stock of imports accumulated previously will coincide with the stock accumulated under free trade. Hence, although such a policy has important effects, they are confined to the temporal phasing of the imports between successive quotas.
